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Abstract— This paper presents a fault location technique for 

two-terminal multisection compound transmission lines, which 

combine overhead lines with underground power cables, using 

synchronized phasor measurements acquired by global 

positioning system (GPS) based phasor measurement units 

(PMUs) or digital relays with embedded PMU or by fault-on relay 

data synchronization algorithms. The technique is extended from 

a two-terminal fault location method with synchronized 

phasormeasurements as inputs. A novel fault section selector is 

proposedto select the fault line section in advance. The proposed 

techniquehas the ability to locate a fault no matter where the 

fault is on overhead line or underground power cable. The 

adopted technique has a solid theoretical foundation and is direct 

and simple in terms of computational complexity. Both extensive 

simulation results and field test results are presented to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. The 

proposed technique has already been implemented in the Taiwan 

power system since the year 2008. Up to the present, the proposed 

technique yields excellent performance in practice. 

 
Index Terms—Fault location, phasor measurement units 

(PMUs), two-terminal compound transmission lines. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In electrical utilities, transmission lines form the 

backbone of power systems. With regard to reliability and 

maintenance costs of power delivery, accurate fault location 

for transmission lines is of vital importance in restoring 

power service, and reducing outage time as much as 

possible. Many fault location techniques have been 

proposed in open literature [1]–[22]. Among these 

techniques, specifically Takagi et al. [5], [6] applied the 

superposition principle to estimate single-ended fault 

location algorithms. The said authors’ approaches were very 

attractive as they did not require communication to obtain 

results. However, algorithms based on singleended data will 

affect accuracy due to variations in source impedances, fault 

incidence angle, fault impedance, and loading 

conditions.With the advent of global positioning system 

(GPS)-based synchronously measuring units including 

phasor measurement units (PMUs) [23], digital relays, and 

digital fault recorders in the early 1990s, GPS-based fault 
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location techniques[2], [7]–[17] have become promising. 

The main advantage of GPS-based techniques is that fault 

location estimation accuracy is unaffected by variations in 

source impedances and fault impedances due to the 

availability of two-terminal synchronized data. Kezunovc et 

al. [7], [8] employed synchronized voltages and currents 

samples at two terminals to estimate the fault location. They 

adopted a time-domain model as basis for the algorithm 

development. However, data must be acquired at a 

sufficiently high sampling rate to provide adequate 

approximation of the derivatives. For their part, Lee et al. 

[9] utilized synchronized phasors at both terminals to obtain 

the fault location. Their algorithm was based on positive and 

zero sequence components of postfault voltages and 

currents. In particular, errors will be presented when dealing 

with three-phase faults where zero sequence components are 

absent. Moreover, their work only considered a short line 

model that could not reflect the nature of transmission lines. 

Meanwhile, our previous works [10]–[14] proposed fault 

location/detection techniques for transmission lines using 

synchronized phasor measurements. The developed fault 

location/detection indices can be used for transmission line 

protection as well [15]–[17]. However, due to the high 

installation cost of PMUs, majority of utilities install PMUs 

only at key substations. Thus, the digital measurements at 

two line terminals are acquired asynchronously in the 

absence of GPS signal. Therefore, fault location estimation 

based on two-terminal data will suffer in terms of accuracy. 

Consequently, fault locations based on post fault data 

synchronization algorithms were considered in some papers. 

Girgis et al. [18] used an iterative method to achieve time 

synchronization. The fault location method proposed by 

Dalcastagnê et al. [19] was based on voltage magnitudes. 

The proposed work [20] used the imaginary part of the fault 

locationindex to synchronize the measurements. To achieve 

a compromise between construction cost and environmental 

protection in Taiwan, overhead lines combined with 

underground cables have been widely adopted by the 

Taiwan Power Company (Taipower) with 161 kV and 345 

kV transmission systems. However, the developed 

techniques [1]–[20] cannot locate the fault accurately using 

these kinds of compound lines. Thus, a two-terminal 

multisection line model must be considered to develop a 

new fault location method. Gilany et al. [21] used 

synchronized measurements to detect/locate a fault for a 

two-section line combined an overhead line with an 

underground power cable section. Their work required 

identifying the fault type before locating a fault. Meanwhile, 

their method is applicable only to two-section compound 

transmission lines instead of more general multisection 

compound lines. 
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Fig. 1. Single line diagram of a single-circuit transposed transmission 

line with a fault at a distance x=DL away from the bus R 

 Yang et al. [22] adopted distributed parameter line 

models and the Newton-Raphson iteration to locate a fault 

for multisection underground cables. Since the Newton-

Raphson iterative operation is required, the scheme suffers 

from convergence issues. Moreover, their method did not 

consider more generally combined overhead lines with 

power cables, such as the case considered in the current 

study. This paper proposes an innovative fault location 

technique for two-terminal multisection compound 

transmission lines. The 

proposed scheme provides a novel selector to distinguish the 

internal fault of a compounded line from an external fault as 

well as to identify the accurate fault line section of an 

internal 

fault. The proposed scheme can thus yield an exact solution 

for fault location estimation of a multi section line to avoid 

the complexity of  multi solution computations. 

II. FAULT LOCATION TECHNIQUE 

A. Review of Two-Terminal Fault Location Technique 

Fig. 1 shows a single-circuit transposed transmission line. In 

Fig. 1, total line length between buses S and R is assumed to 

be L, and the synchronized voltage and current phasors 

measured and the synchronized voltage and current phasors 

measured S and R are Vs, Is, VR and IR, respectively. 

Using symmetrical components transformation to decouple 

three-phase quantities [25] and to consider only the variation 

of a distance variable x (km), the relation between the 

voltages and currents at a distance x away from bus R can  

be expressed by the following sequence equations [25]: 

 

 
 

 
Where and are the per-unit length sequence 

impedance (Ohm/km) and admittance (Mho/km) of the 

transmission line, respectively. The matrices of and 

 are all diagonal matrices, and the diagonal entries of 

matrices and  are (Z0,Z1,Z2) and (Y0,Y1,Y2), 

respectively. Furthermore,  and              

. The variables with the subscripts 0, 1, 2 

denote the zero-, positive-, and negative-sequence variables, 

respectively. 

The solutions of voltages and currents of the three 

decoupled sequence systems can be written as [10], [11] 

 

 
 

 
where the subscript i denotes 0, 1, and 2 sequence 

variables,  denotes the characteristic 

impedance, and   is the propagation constant. The 

constants  and  can be obtained by the boundary 

conditions of voltages and currents measured at bus R and 

bus S , respectively. Therefore, voltage (3) can be further 

rewritten as 

 
Equations (5) and (6) represent the voltages at point x, 

which are expressed in terms of the two data sets (Vi,R, Ii,R) 

and (Vi,s, Ii,s) measured at the receiving end R and sending 

end S of the line, respectively. Meanwhile, the positive-

sequence quantities can respond to all fault types; thus, they 

are chosen to determine the fault locations in the current 

study to avoid fault type identification. For ease of 

illustration, subscript i=l, which denotes the positive-

sequence quantities, is dropped. A fault is assumed to occur 

at point F with a distance x=DL km away from the receiving 

end R on a transmission line shown in Fig. 1, where D is 

termed as the per-unit fault location index. Using the 

relationship VF,R= VF,S and equating (5) to (6), the index can 

be solved as follows [10]–[12]: 

 
Where M and N are given by 

 
When a fault occurs between buses S and R, the obtained 

Value D of is between 0 and 1. When no fault or an 

external fault occurs, the value of D is indefinite. It is worth 

mentioning that there is no assumption made in the 

procedure of derivation for the fault location index D. Thus, 

D the index is unaffected by the variations in source 

impedance, loading change, fault impedance, fault inception 

angle, and fault type. 

 

B.Fault Location Technique for Two-Terminal Multi-Section 

Compound Transmission Lines 

1) Two-Section Compound Lines: First, we consider a two 

section compound transmission line in which a section of 

overhead line is connected with the other section of 

underground power cable, as shown in Fig. 2. PMUs or 

digital relays are assumed to be installed at buses S and R. 

Therefore, we can acquire two-terminal synchronized 

voltage and current phasors using GPS technique or fault-on 

relay data synchronization algorithms. 
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Fig. 2. One line diagram of a two-section compound transmission line; the 

thin line denotes the overhead line and the bold line denotes the power 

cable. 

 
 

Fig. 3. A fault on the underground power cable section. 

 

Lengths of the overhead line and underground power cable 

are denoted as Ls and LR , respectively. Total line length 

between buses S and R is L . Tap point P of the transmission 

line is selected as the junction point between the LS  and  LR 

,which can be defined as the virtual receiving end of the 

overhead line or the virtual sending end of the cable. A 

nonuniform line impedance is obtained in this case due to 

the nature of compound lines. For example, the surge 

impedance of the cable is approximately 10% of that of an 

overhead line [26]. The proposed fault location technique in 

this case is expressed using the following steps: 

 

Step 1: Assume a fault on the right side of tap point P. As 

shown in Fig. 3, we assume that the fault is situated on the 

underground power cable LR . Since the healthy section is 

the overhead line LS , the voltage and current at any point in 

the overhead line can be derived by applying boundary 

conditions of bus S into (3) and (4). Consequently, we can 

obtain the voltage and current phasors at tap point P  in  

terms of the sending end data sets (VS,IS)  as 

 
 

Where  and  denote the 

characteristic impedance and the propagation constants of 

the overhead line section, respectively. ZS and YS are the 

positive sequence impedance and admittance of the LS , 

respectively. 

Now we derive the fault location index, using voltage and 

current phasors at tap point and bus and the line length . 

Substituting , expressed in (10), (11) into , in (6) and 

equating (5) to the newly derived (6) with the characteristic 

impedance, ZC,R  and the propagation constant, ΓR  for the 

power cable section, respectively, the fault location index D1 

can be obtained as follows: 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. A fault on the overhead line section. 

 

where,  in which and  are respectively the 

positive sequence impedance and admittance of the 

underground power cable LR.MR  and NR are given by 

 

 

Where . 

Step 2: Assume a fault on the left side of tap point P. We 

assume that the fault occurs on the overhead line LS , as 

shown in Fig. 4. Given the healthy section of the cable LR, 

we can similarly derive the voltage and current phasors  at P  

in terms of the receiving end data (VR, IR) 

 
Now we derive the fault location index, D2  using voltage 

and current phasors at tap point P and bus S and the line 

length LS . Substituting VP,R ,IP,R  expressed in (15), (16) 

into , in (5) and equating (6) to the newly derived (5) with 

the characteristic impedance, ZC,S and the propagation 

constant, ΓS for the overhead line section, respectively, the 

fault location index D2 can be obtained as follows: 

 
Where 
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Fig. 5. A fault occurs at a distance x=D2LS  away from tap point P . 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Relationship between the curves of |VS| and |VR| when 

calculating D2. 

 
 

Step 3: Faulted section identification/fault location 

estimation. Suppose that a fault occurs at the point with 

a distance of x=D2LS  km away from tap point P on the LS 

section of a transmission line shown in Fig. 5. 

    We know that the voltage magnitudes and angles at the 

fault point F obtained from the quantities of two terminals 

are equal when using synchronized measurements. For ease 

of illustration, we only draw the two voltage magnitude 

profiles derived from buses S and R, as shown in Fig. 6. In 

Fig. 6, λS1 denotes the curve for the variation of  |VS|;λR1 and                  

λR2  denote the two parts of the curve for the variation of 

|VR| on the LR and LS sections, respectively. Note that the 

slopes of  λR1 and λR2 are different because the line 

impedances of the LR and the LS  sections are not uniform. 

Moreover, the curves of |VS| and |VR| are both almost  

linearly decreased from buses and orienting to the fault 

position [28]. 

    As shown in Fig. 6, the intersection point of the curves λS1 

and λR2  pertains to the amplitude of the fault voltage VF . 

By using the relationship |VF,PR|=|VF,S| or VF,PR=VF,S as 

mentioned in Step 2, the index D2 can be obtained as shown 

in (17), where VF,PR  and VF,S  are derived from rewriting (5) 

and (6) as 

 
Where VP,R  and IP,R  are expressed in (15) and (16), 

respectively. Since the index D2 , which is termed as the per-

unit fault location index, is in reference with tap point P and 

the Ls  is defined as reference per-unit length, the obtained 

value D2 is obviously in the interval [0,1]. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Relationship between the curves of|Vs| and |VR|  when 

calculating D1. 

 
TABLE I 

THE FAULTED SECTION/FAULT LOCATION 

IDENTIFICATION FOR TWO-SECTION 

COMPOUND TRANSMISSION LINES 

 
Meanwhile, the index D1 shown in (12) is obtained by 

assuming a fault on the right side (the cable section) of tap 

point P . The relationship between the curves of and for this 

case is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

Since the curves of |Vs| and |VR| are both decreased from 

buses S and R orienting to the correct fault position [28], in 

a similar manner, one can clearly observe that the curves λR1 

and λS2 (with λS2 being part of the curve|VS| in the LR 

section) shown in Fig. 7 will not have any intersection 

points on the LR section. Instead, as the fault is assumed on 

the LR section, the slopes of curves λR1 and λS2  are thus 

extended to the LS section to calculate the index D1 as  

shown in Fig. 7. As a result,  the curve λR1 will intersect 

with curve λS2 at the point F2. This fact indicates that the 

index D1 certainly converges on a value larger than 1 

because the index D1 is with respect to bus R (as a 

reference) and the line length LR  is defined as reference per-

unit length. However, the derived fault point F2  is incorrect 

because the correct curves of |VR| and |VS| on the LS section 

are λR2 and λS1,  respectively. Based on the foregoing 

discussions, we conclude that if the index D2 is in the 

interval[0,1] and the index D1 is larger than 1, one can 

identify that the fault occurs on the section of a two-section 

compound line, such as in Fig. 5. In a similar manner, we 

can determine the relationships between the two indices,D1 

and D2 , when dealing with a fault on the LR section or at tap 

point P . All the specific relationships between the two 

indices D1 and D2 from which one can identify the faulted 

line section/fault location are Summarized  in Table I. Based 

on a similar process, we will develop a technique for the 

identification of the faulted section/fault location with 

general multi section compound lines in the next subsection. 

1) Two-Terminal N-Section(N>=2) Compound Lines:In 

practice, the structure of compound transmission line 

systems is usually more complicated than the two-section 

case mentioned above. Now we move to more general 

multisection compound transmission line cases. Consider an 

N-section (N>=2)compound line depicted in Fig. 8. PMUs 

or digital relays are installed at sending bus and receiving 

bus .  
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Therefore, we can obtain the synchronized voltage and 

current phasors at both terminals of the considered system. 

The length of every sectionis denoted as L1, L2,…, LN-1 and 

LN. Every line section may be composed by either an 

overhead line or an underground power cable. Two 

consecutive line sections may be either overhead lines, both 

underground cables, or an overhead line with an 

underground cable. For example, L1 and L2  in Fig. 8 are 

both overhead lines, but their line impedances are very 

different (the conductor L1 of may be ACSR795D, while the 

conductor of may be ACSR636D) 

The proposed fault location scheme for general two-terminal 

N-section compound transmission lines can be composed of 

two portions: 

The N Fault Location Indices Derivation: In order to 

illustrate the proposed fault location technique in a 

convenient manner, suppose first that a fault occurs at the 

point  F, which is x km away from the receiving end R and 

L on the section of a transmission line shown in Fig. 8. The 

line length L1 is defined as reference length of the derived 

fault location indices. The fault location scheme for the fault 

on the L3 section is divided into three procedures, as 

described below: 

Procedure 1: Derive voltage/current phasors at point P3,R 

As shown in Fig. 8, since the sections L1 and L2 are both 

healthy, the voltage and current at any point on the L1 or L2 

can be derived by applying boundary conditions of bus R 

into (3) and (4) in terms of the line parameters of the L1 or 

L2 . As a result, the voltage and current phasors(VP3,R , IP3,R) 

at tap point P3,R can be derived using successive algebraic 

substitution steps from the data sets(VR, IR) at receiving end 

R. This is expressed in matrix form as follows: 

 
where TR1 and TR2 are defined as the phasor transformation 

matrices of bus R and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the use 

of the line parameters of the L1 and L2 sections, respectively. 

The general form of the matrix TR  is given as the following: 

 

 
Where ZC,Lm  and ΓLm are the positive sequence 

characteristic impedance and propagation constant for the 

Lm section, respectively. 

Procedure 2: Derive voltage/current phasors at point 

Since the LN, LN-1,…,L5 and L4  are all healthy sections, 

we can likewise derive the voltage and current phasors 

(VP3,S, IP3,S) at tap point P3,S  in Fig. 8 via a series of 

substitutions from the data sets at sending end S using the 

following relations: 

 
where TS4,TS5,…,TS(N-1) and TSN are defined as the phasor 

transformation matrices of bus S . The general form of the 

matrix TS is shown below: 

 
Procedure 3: fault location indices computation The 

application of the two-terminal fault location technique to 

solve for fault location x’=D3L3 away from the receiving end 

P3,R using two-terminal data sets (VP3,R, IP3,R) and (VP3,S, IP3,S 

) expressed in (22) and (24) is shown as follows: 

 
Where 

 
Furthermore, we can normalizeD3  to obtain D3,R  using the 

line length L1 as reference length, such that the fault location 

x=D3,RL1 away from bus R in the form 

 
Using the principle of mathematical induction, the general 

form of fault location indices DK for all line sections can be 

obtained, where K=1…N are as follows: 

 
and the general normalized fault location indices DK,R are 

written as the following: 

 
Where 
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where the data sets (VPK,R, IPK,R) and (VPK,S, IPK,S) 

expressed in (33) and (34) can be derived in terms of the 

data sets (VR,IR) and (VS,IS) by rewriting (22) and (24) into 

generalforms, as shown in the following: 

 
Equations (36) and (37) are named as the measured-data 

converting equations for the two-terminal multisection 

compound transmission lines. 

The Proposed Fault Section/ Fault Location 

Identification: So far, we have derived N fault location 

indices, DK and N normalized fault location indices, . Now 

the problem is which fault location index set (DK,DK,R)  is 

the correct set for accurately locating a fault. Theoretically, 

only one correct index set corresponds to a single fault. We 

propose an efficient searching algorithm for this purpose. 

The flowchart of the algorithm shown in Fig. 9 illustrates 

the operations of fault section/location identification 

strategies for two-terminal multisection compound 

transmission lines. The details of the algorithm are 

explained in the following three steps: 

Step 1) Asmentioned above, bus R and the line length L1 

are selected as the receiving end and reference length. Base 

on the assumption that a midway fault occurs At y km away 

from bus R in section K, so y=DK,RL1. 

Step 2) Generate the N Fault Location Index Set  

The data sets (VPK,R, IPK,R) and (VPK,S, IPK,S) can be 

derived by (36) and (37). Equations (31) and (32) are then 

applied to obtain the fault location index DK and DK,R, where 

K  is from 1 to N . 

Step 3) Searching for correct fault location index set 

Similar to the results of two-section compound lines 

shown in Table I, we further propose three strategies for the 

efficient search for the correct fault location index set 

 
Fig. 9. The proposed fault section selector/locator for two-

terminal N-section compound lines. 

 

Strategy 1: If DK any is an indefinite value,                             

then an external fault or no fault occurs.  

Strategy 2: From K=1 to N-1 , if the obtained DK falls 

within the interval [0,1], according to the two-terminal fault 

location theorem  [10]–[12] then DK the is recognized as the 

correct fault location index and the correct fault distance y is 

DK,RL1 away from the receiving end R . 

Strategy 3: Given K=N, since LN is the last 

line section of the proposed fault-locating procedures, it 

obviously indicates the fact that DN is identified as the 

correct fault location index and the correct fault distance y is 

DN,RL1 away from the receiving end R. 

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Simulated Cases Evaluations 

 A Taipower 161 kV, transposed double-circuit four-

section compound transmission line with zero sequence 

mutual coupling was simulated using the distributed 

parameter model shown in Fig. 10. The double-circuit line 

can be treated as two independent single-circuit lines as 

only positive sequence data is used in the proposed 

scheme. Therefore, the double-circuit line model shown in 

Fig. 10 was intentionally established to test the 

performance of the proposed fault location algorithm. 

LineS-T is used to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed scheme for external faults. The simulated system 

was developed using MATLAB/SIMULINK® simulator 

[24] with the use of Taipower 161 kV  Transmission line 

parameters. The related parameters are summarized in 

Table II. All the measurements are filtered using the 

second-order Butterworth anti-aliasing filters with cutoff 

frequency of 360 Hz. The sampling frequency is 1920 Hz 

(32 sampling points per cycle). A digital mimic filter [27] 

and full-cycle DFT are employed to reduce decaying dc 

offset and to obtain the fundamental phasors.  

 
Fig. 10. The simulation system consists of a transposed double-

circuit four section compound transmission line and an external 

line S-T. 

The simulations have been conducted in reference to various 

system operations and fault conditions. The performance 

index in terms of the error percentage is defined as follows: 

 

 
 

TABLE II 

PARAMETERS OF A FOUR-SECTION COMPOUND 

TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEM 
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1)Selected Case: The fault-on response curves of the 

proposed fault location indices DK(K=1-4) for a phase-“ab” 

to ground fault (ab–g fault) on the line S-T (external fault) is 

shown in Fig. 11(a). The fault position is set at 6.6 kmaway 

from bus S , the fault resistance is 1 Ohm and the fault 

inception angle is zero degree with respect to phase-“a” 

voltage waveform at bus S. Fig. 11(a) obviously shows that 

all of the four indices D1-D4 do not converge. Fig. 11(b) 

shows the fault-on response curves of the proposed fault 

location indices for a phase-“a” to ground fault (a–g fault) 

on the L4 (internal fault). The fault position is set at 2.712 

km (80% of the length L4) away from , P4,R, the fault 

resistance is 10 Ohm and the fault inception angle is zero 

degree with respect to phase-“a” voltage at bus . Fig. 11(b) 

demonstrates that all four indices D1-D4 converge, but only 

D4 falls within the interval [0,1] . According to the proposed 

faulted section/ fault location identification, the index 

D4=0.7987 p.u. is the correct fault location, and the fault 

location error percentage is 0.0122%. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. The fault-on response curves of the proposed fault location 

indices for: (a) an external fault and (b) an internal fault on the L4 

section. 

 

TABLE III 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER DIFFERENT FAULT 

POSITION SCENARIO 

 
 

The technique developed so far is assumed for the 

transposed compound lines. Furthermore, the decoupled line 

parameters for the nontransposed transmission lines can be 

obtained using the manner proposed in [10], [12], and [29]. 

The derived line parameters are used to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed fault location scheme for the 

nontransposed lines. The selected 10 fault cases with 

transposed and nontransposed line systems are conducted to 

show the accuracy of the developed faulted line section 

recognition logic, where the line parameters for the 

nontransposed line are also obtained from the Taipower 

system and the related data are the same as those of 

transposed lines mentioned previously. The fault conditions 

and results are summarized in Table III. Note that in several 

tested cases, the fault resistance is intentionally set as high 

as 10 kohm . Table III indicates that the proposed technique 

can accurately recognize the fault section as well as locate 

the fault even when a high impedance fault (HIF) occurs 

[30]. Therefore, the proposed technique is unaffected by the 

fault path resistance. Moreover, we also find that only slight 

fault location error is introduced under a non transposed line 

condition. 

2)Statistical Results: The same system shown in Fig. 10 is 

used to perform statistical evaluation. In this test, up to 406 

cases including internal and external faults are conducted. 

Statistics under various fault conditions for transposed 

compound lines are shown in Table IV. One can clearly 

observe that the proposed faulted section/fault location 

scheme yields excellent performance under different fault 

conditions, such as different fault types, fault positions, fault 

resistances, prefault loads, source impedances, and fault 

inception angles. The average fault location error under 

various fault conditions is approximately 0.01407%. 

Performance evaluation of the application of the proposed 

technique to nontransposed two-terminal multisection lines 

is performed in this study as well. There are up to 406 

different cases including internal and external faults to be 

considered. The average error percentage of fault location 

under various fault conditions is 0.01793%. The simulation 

results demonstrate that the proposed technique also works 

effectively for the four-section nontransposed compound 

lines. 
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TABLE IV 

STATISTICAL RESULTS OF FAULT LOCATION SCHEME 

FOR THE TWO-TERMINAL FOUR-SECTION TEST LINE 

SYSTEM 

 
 

B.Feild Fault Events Evaluation 

The proposed technique has been implemented in Taipower 

345 kV and 161 kV transmission line systems. Majority of 

the 161 kV two-terminal transmission lines at Taipower are 

multisection compound transmission lines. Over 20 field test 

cases were evaluated during the period from February 2008 

to June 2010. Except that only a few PMUs were installed in 

Taipower, most of Taipower transmission lines are protected 

by unsynchronized digital relays. All measurements from 

unsynchronized digital relays or PMUs with GPS failure are 

synchronized first by our previously proposed fault-on data 

synchronization algorithm [20] prior to the application of 

the proposed method. The average error of the total field test 

cases is about 1.878% compared to the average error of 

10.927% provided by the digital relay fault location 

function. Due to space limitation, only 10 events are 

summarized in Table V. 

 

TABLE V 

FIELD TEST PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR 

TAIPOWER SYSTEM 

 
 

From these tests, one can conclude that the proposed fault 

location technique potentially has better performance than 

existing digital relays. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

An innovative fault location technique for two-terminal 

multisection compound transmission lines is presented in 

this paper. By only the derived indices D1,D2,…,DN for    N-

section (N>=2) compound lines, the faulted section/fault 

position can be identified correctly. Extensive simulation 

studies for transposed/nontransposed double-circuit lines 

and field fault event tests are evaluated to demonstrate that 

the proposed approach gives a highly accurate response 

under various system and fault conditions. The proposed 

technique has already been implemented in the Taiwan 

power system since the year 2008. To date, the proposed 

technique continues to yield excellent performance in 

practice.  
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